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ABSTRACT

Differences in image quality, lighting conditions, and patient
demographics pose challenges to automated glaucoma de-
tection from color fundus photography. Brighteye, a method
based on Vision Transformer, is proposed for glaucoma de-
tection and glaucomatous feature classification. Brighteye
learns long-range relationships among pixels within large
fundus images using a self-attention mechanism. Prior to
being input into Brighteye, the optic disc is localized using
YOLOv8, and the region of interest (ROI) around the disc
center is cropped to ensure alignment with clinical practice.
Optic disc detection improves the sensitivity at 95% speci-
ficity from 79.20% to 85.70% for glaucoma detection, and
the Hamming distance from 0.2470 to 0.1250 for glaucoma-
tous feature classification. In the developmental stage of the
Justified Referral in AI Glaucoma Screening (JustRAIGS)
challenge, the overall outcome secured the fifth position out
of 226 entries.

Index Terms— Glaucoma screening, color fundus pho-
tography, optic disc detection, vision transformer, feature ag-
gregation, image classification

1. INTRODUCTION

Fundus photographs play a crucial role in the early detection
and monitoring of glaucoma due to their ability to visualize
the optic nerve head and retinal structures. However, man-
ual glaucoma detection demands considerable labor and ne-
cessitates specialized clinical expertise. Therefore, there is a
strong interest in developing highly accurate and robust de-
tection methods suitable for clinical applications.

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have presented a
promising performance in multiple applications in manufac-
turing [2, 12] as well as healthcare [1, 3]. In medical image
applications, transformers have been applied to a wide vari-
ety of tasks, such as left atrium segmentation [11]. Inspired
by the aforementioned methods, we introduce Brighteye1, a
ViT-based model adapted for glaucoma detection and glauco-
matous feature classification from color fundus photography.
Before entering Brighteye, YOLOv8 is employed to locate the
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1The code is available at https://github.com/HuiLin0220/brighteye.git

optic disc, and subsequently, the region of interest (ROI) sur-
rounding the disc center is cropped. Brighteye is validated in
the Justified Referral in AI Glaucoma Screening (JustRAIGS)
challenge [8] dataset. The comprehensive result was ranked
fifth in the development phase among 226 submissions. The
Brighteye model’s performance exceeds the minimum sen-
sitivity criteria recommended by Prevent Blindness America
[10].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
details of the proposed network are given in Section 2, in-
cluding information on the architecture and loss function.
Datasets, metrics, and implementation details are shown in
Section 3. Experimental results are shown in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the conclusions and future directions.

2. METHODS

Our workflow, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of optic disc de-
tection, glaucoma detection, and glaucomatous feature classi-
fication. As detailed in Section 2.1, the center coordinates and
size of the optic disc (OD) are predicted in the first step. Then,
the optic disc region is cropped, and the background is re-
moved. Glaucoma detection is characterized as a binary clas-
sifier, whereas glaucomatous feature classification employs
10 independent binary classifiers for independent prediction
of the presence of each feature. Altogether, there are 11 bi-
nary independent classifiers sharing the same model architec-
ture, as elaborated in Section 2.2.

2.1. Optic Disc Detection

Clinically, ophthalmologists diagnose glaucoma by assessing
various features of the optic disc (OD) area, including the neu-
roretinal rim and the optic cup [9, 13]. Inspired by the top-
performing methods in the AIROGS challenge [4, 5], optic
disc detection is necessary before being fed into downstream
tasks. Our further experiments also demonstrate that optic
disc detection and cropping significantly enhance the accu-
racy of glaucoma detection and glaucomatous feature classi-
fication, as shown in Table 1.

YOLOv8 [6] is applied for optic disc detection due to its
efficient and accurate object detection capabilities. The pre-
dicted center coordinates, width, and height of OD are de-
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework comprising optic disc detection, glaucoma detection, and feature classification. In the first
step, a region of interest (ROI) around the detected optic disc (OD) is cropped. In the second step, the presence of glaucoma is
predicted for Task 1’s output, and 10 binary classifiers predict the presence of 10 individual features independently for Task 2’s
output.

noted as cx, cy , w, and h, respectively. Subsequently, a re-
gion of interest (ROI) is cropped around the OD center with
a size of (w + h)/2 ∗ 3, as long as the optic disc is detected.
Otherwise, the original image is fed downstream.

2.2. Classification based on Vision Transformer

All 11 binary classifiers in the proposed framework share the
same architecture modified from ViT [7], as pictured in Fig.2.
The input image with a size of H × W is divided into sev-
eral patches of size P × P . The number of patches from a
single fundus image is N = H × W/P 2, where P is set
as 16 in the following experiments. Following the basics of
ViT, each patch is flattened and linearly projected into a 1D
vector with D dimensions. This is referred to as patch embed-
ding. To preserve the spatial information, position embedding
is added to the patch embeddings, which is encoded as a 1D
trainable vector. Moreover, a learnable class token is added
to the beginning of the embeddings from patches to serve as a
global representation of the whole image. The class token at
the output of the transformer encoder is fed to the multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) head for binary classification.

In our work, a patch feature aggregation is added to the
end of the transformer encoder to aggregate all the features
extracted from patches. The weight for each patch is learn-
able and obtained from two linear projections and the soft-
max function. To prevent overfitting, layer normalization and
ReLU activation are used after each linear projection. The
softmax function ensures that all weights sum up to 1. Fi-
nally, the aggregated feature is fed to a fully-connected layer
for binary classification.

In summary, Brighteye produces two classification results
(y′, y′′) from the class token and aggregated patch features.

The training loss L is the average of two binary cross-entropy
losses, as shown in Equation 1, and the prediction is averaged
during testing.

L(y, y′, y′′) = −
2∑

i=1

yi log(y
′
i)−

2∑
i=1

yi log(y
′′
i ) (1)

where y is the ground truth. y′ and y′′ are the model out-
puts. y ∈ {0, 1}. 1 represents the presence of glaucoma and
the corresponding feature in glaucoma detection and feature
classification, respectively.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Since the optic disc annotation is not available in the pro-
vided dataset, we manually annotated 100 images randomly
selected from the database. YOLOv8 was trained on 80 an-
notations randomly selected and tested in the remaining 20
images. Yolov8’s performance is roughly evaluated based on
the area under the ROC curve (AUC).

All the ROIs are resized into 512 × 512 as model in-
puts, and the patch size in Brighteye is 16. The Brighteye
model was trained using the Adam optimizer. The learning
rate is initially set to 0.0002, and it is adjusted every 5 epochs
through multiplication by 0.5.

Given the substantial class imbalance in the challenge
dataset, the dataset applied in this paper consists of all refer-
able glaucomatous (RG) cases and 4000 randomly selected
non-referable glaucomatous (NRG) cases from the original
challenge set. These cases are partitioned into training and
validation sets at a 4:1 ratio, with 2616 RG images in the
training set and 654 in the validation set.



Fig. 2. The architecture of Brighteye, modified from ViT [7] for binary classification. All 11 classifiers in Fig. 1 share this
architecture.

Table 1. Evaluation of Brighteye with different combinations of preprocessing for glaucoma detection and glaucomatous
feature classification.

Experiments Preprocessing TPR@95(%) NHD
OD cropping BG removal Self-test Development Self-test Development

1 89.91 79.20 0.1849 0.2470
2 ✓ 90.21 83.10 0.1643 0.1510
3 ✓ ✓ 91.59 85.70 0.1417 0.1250

TPR@95: sensitivity at 95% specificity; NHD: normalized hamming distance
OD: optical disc, BG: background, Bold: best results

Data augmentation for classification model training is
applied in this work to enhance generalizability and prevent
overfitting. A 50% probability was used to apply horizontal
and vertical flips. The rotation angle is randomly selected
within the intervals (−10◦, 10◦). The factors for saturation,
brightness, and hue are randomly selected within the intervals
(0.95, 1.05).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The AUC achieved by the trained optic detection model is
0.995. Even though YOLOv8 is trained on only 80 images,
the performance of optic disc detection is promising. Only
0.7% (670 among 101423) of all challenge images is not de-
tected. The results in Table 1 further demonstrate the role
of OD cropping and background removal in enhancing the
performance of downstream tasks, resulting in a sensitivity
(TPR@95) increase from 79.20% to 85.70%, and a Ham-
ming distance decrease from 0.2470 to 0.1250 in the dataset
provided in the development phase. The Brighteye model’s
performance exceeds the minimum sensitivity criteria recom-

mended by Prevent Blindness America.
Figure 3 shows the top three most extreme false-negative

and false-positive cases. The regions pointed by the arrows in
the first three columns (RNFLD and ANRI features) are too
shallow to be recognized by classifiers. The fundus images in
the last three columns appear noisy, also contributing to the
classifier’s errors.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The study introduces a two-step framework, Brighteye.
YOLOv8 locates the optic disc before inputting fundus im-
ages into Brighteye, after which the region of interest (ROI)
around the disc center is cropped, and the background region
is removed. Brighteye is adopted from ViT for its capability
to learn the global context in large fundus images through its
self-attention mechanism. The framework’s performance is
ranked 5th in the development stage of the Justified Refer-
ral in AI Glaucoma Screening (JustRAIGS) challenge. Our
algorithm demonstrates promising performance with a sensi-
tivity of 85.70% at 95% specificity for glaucoma detection,



Fig. 3. Top three most extreme false-negative (first three columns) and false-positive (last three columns) cases. The value
displayed in the bottom right corner indicates the probability of glaucoma. The bottom left corner in the first three columns
shows the glaucomatous features identified by the graders, with the area indicated by the yellow arrows.

and a Hamming distance of 0.1250 for glaucomatous feature
classification.
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